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Using Primary Sources
Primary sources are the raw materials of history — original documents and objects which were
created at the time under study. They are different from secondary sources, accounts or
interpretations of events created by someone without firsthand experience.
Examining primary sources gives students a powerful sense of history and the complexity of the
past. Helping students analyze primary sources can also guide them toward higher-order thinking
and better critical thinking and analysis skills.
Before you begin:
 Choose at least two or three primary sources that support the learning objectives and are
accessible to students.
 Consider how students can compare these items to other primary and secondary sources.
 Identify an analysis tool or guiding questions that students will use to analyze the primary
sources

1. Engage students with primary sources.
Draw on students’ prior knowledge of the topic.
Ask students to closely observe each primary source.
 Who created this primary source?
 When was it created?
 Where does your eye go first?
Help students see key details.
 What do you see that you didn’t expect?
 What powerful words and ideas are expressed?
Encourage students to think about their personal response to the source.
 What feelings and thoughts does the primary source trigger in you?
 What questions does it raise?

2. Promote student inquiry.
Encourage students to speculate about each source, its creator, and its context.
 What was happening during this time period?
 What was the creator’s purpose in making this primary source?
 What does the creator do to get his or her point across?
 What was this primary source’s audience?
 What biases or stereotypes do you see?
Ask if this source agrees with other primary sources, or with what the students already know.
 Ask students to test their assumptions about the past.
 Ask students to find other primary or secondary sources that offer support or
contradiction.

3. Assess how students apply critical thinking and analysis skills to primary
sources.
Have students summarize what they’ve learned.
 Ask for reasons and specific evidence to support their conclusions.
 Help students identify questions for further investigation, and develop strategies for how
they might answer them.
Taken from “Using Primary Sources” from the Library of Congresshttp://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/?PHPSESSID=432e7fa31d4201f37a5970d8bdddfd45

Analysis tools and thematic primary source sets from the Library offer entry points to
many topics. Online Teacher’s Guides and Analysis Tools from the Library of Congresshttp://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/guides.html
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Standards


SS.912.A.1.2 :Utilize a variety of primary and secondary sources to identify
author, historical significance, audience, and authenticity to understand a
historical period.



SS.912.A.3.12 :Compare how different nongovernmental organizations and
progressives worked to shape public policy, restore economic opportunities,
and correct injustices in American life.



SS.912.A.5.12 : Examine key events and people in Florida history as they relate to
United States history.



SS.912.A.5.7 :Examine the freedom movements that advocated civil rights for
women



LAFS.1112.RH.1.1 :Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis of primary
and secondary sources, connecting insights gained from specific details to an
understanding of the text as a whole.



LAFS.1112.RH.1.2 :Determine the central ideas or information of a primary or
secondary source; provide an accurate summary that makes clear the
relationships among the key details and ideas.

Agenda
1.

Explore the Primary Source Sets at the Library of Congress
and discuss why and how to use with students?

2.

Examine the Library of Congress Primary Sources Sets
focusing on Women's Suffrage.

3.

Discuss the differences between a Primary Source Set and a
Lesson Plan and how the work together.

4.

Primary Source Activity: Using the tools from the LOC,
examine obstacles women’s suffragists overcame to obtain
the right to vote.

5.

Questions
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How to find a Primary Source Set
and why would you use it.


Primary sources are the raw materials of history — original
documents and objects which were created at the time under
study. They are different from secondary sources, accounts or
interpretations of events created by someone without firsthand
experience.



Examining primary sources gives students a powerful sense of history
and the complexity of the past. Helping students analyze primary
sources can also guide them toward higher-order thinking and
better critical thinking and analysis skills.



http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/index.html

Looking at the Primary Sources Set
with Women's Suffrage
 Women's

Suffrage
Primary Source Set
 http://www.loc.gov/
teachers/classroom
materials/primarysou
rcesets/womenssuffrage/

Sewing stars on suffrage flag
http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/npc2007001204/

What is the differences between a
Primary Source Set and a Lesson
Plan? Using them together.


Primary sources sets are a group of documents
such as political cartons, videos, and images all
related around specific theme



A lesson plan is what you use to guide your
teaching with primary source sets built in.



Primary source sets can help you meet the
standards within your lesson plan.
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Activity- What obstacles did
Women's Suffrage overcome to
obtain the right to vote?

Analysis
Tools

Evidence?
What obstacles did Women's
Suffrage overcome to obtain the
right to vote?

Tools from LOC


http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/primarysourcesets
/womens-suffrage/pdf/teacher_guide.pdf



http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/guides.html\

Questions?
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http://www.loc.gov/item/rbcmiller003904
Library of Congress

http://www.loc.gov

http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/97500067/
Library of Congress

www.loc.gov/teachers

http://www.loc.gov/item/rbcmiller002522
Library of Congress

http://www.loc.gov

http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/97500226/
Library of Congress

http://www.loc.gov

http://www.loc.gov/item/mnwp000333
Library of Congress

http://www.loc.gov
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Analyzing Books &
Other Printed Texts

BSERVE

Guide students with the sample questions as they respond to the
primary source. Encourage them to go back and forth between the
columns; there is no correct order.

REFLECT

Have students identify and note details.

QUESTION

Encourage students to generate and
test hypotheses about the source.

Have students ask questions to lead to
more observations and reflections.

Describe what you see. · What do you notice first?

What was the purpose of this text? · Who created

What do you wonder about...

· Is there any text you can read? What does it say?

it? · Who do you think was its audience? · Can you

who? · what? · when? · where? · why? · how?

· Describe anything you see on the page besides

tell anything about what was important at the time it

words, such as images or decorations. · How is the

was made? · What tools and materials were used to

text and other information arranged on the page? ·

create it? · What is the larger story or context within

Describe anything about this text that looks strange

which this was printed? · What can you learn from

or unfamiliar. · What other details can you see?

examining this? · If someone created this today, what

Sample Questions:

would be different?
F U R T h E R I N V E S T I g AT I O N

Help students to identify questions appropriate for further investigation, and to develop a research strategy for finding answers.
Sample Question:

What more do you want to know, and how can you find out?

A few follow-up
activity ideas:

Beginning
Have students choose a section of the text and put it in their own
words.
Intermediate
Look for clues to the point of view of the person, or people, who
created this text. Discuss what someone with an opposing or
differing point of view might say about the issues or events described
in it. How would the information be presented differently?

LOC.gov/teachers

Advanced
Examine a section of the text. Think about what you already know
about this period in history. How does the text support or contradict
your current understanding of this period? Can you see any clues to
the point of view of the person who created this text?

For more tips on using primary
sources, go to
http://www.loc.gov/teachers
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Analyzing Photographs
& Prints
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Guide students with the sample questions as they respond to the
primary source. Encourage them to go back and forth between the
columns; there is no correct order.

REFLECT

Have students identify and note details.

QUESTION

Encourage students to generate and
test hypotheses about the image.

Have students ask questions to lead to
more observations and reflections.

Describe what you see. · What do you notice first?

Why do you think this image was made? · What’s

What do you wonder about...

· What people and objects are shown? · How

happening in the image? · When do you think it

who? · what? · when? · where? · why? · how?

are they arranged? · What is the physical setting?

was made? · Who do you think was the audience for

· What, if any, words do you see? · What other

this image? · What tools were used to create this?

details can you see?

· What can you learn from examining this image? ·

Sample Questions:

What’s missing from this image? · If someone made
this today, what would be different? · What would be
the same?
F U R T h E R I N V E S T I g AT I O N

Help students to identify questions appropriate for further investigation, and to develop a research strategy for finding answers.
Sample Question:

What more do you want to know, and how can you find out?

A few follow-up
activity ideas:

Beginning
Write a caption for the image.
Intermediate
Select an image. Predict what will happen one minute after the
scene shown in the image. One hour after? Explain the reasoning
behind your predictions.

LOC.gov/teachers

Advanced
Have students expand or alter textbook or other printed
explanations of history based on images they study.

For more tips on using primary
sources, go to
http://www.loc.gov/teachers
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Analyzing Political Cartoons
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Teacher’s Guide
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Guide students with the sample questions as they respond to the
primary source. Encourage them to go back and forth between the
columns; there is no correct order.

REFLECT

Have students identify and note details.

QUESTION

Encourage students to generate and
test hypotheses about the source.

Have students ask questions to lead to
more observations and reflections.

Describe what you see. · What do you notice

What's happening in the cartoon? · What was

What do you wonder about...

first? · What people and objects are shown? · What,

happening when this cartoon was made? · Who do

who? · what? · when? · where? · why? · how?

if any, words do you see? · What do you see that

you think was the audience for this cartoon? · What

looks different than it would in a photograph? · What

issue do you think this cartoon is about? · What

do you see that might refer to another work of art or

do you think the cartoonist's opinion on this issue is?

literature? · What do you see that might be a

What methods does the cartoonist use to persuade

symbol? · What other details can you see?

the audience?

Sample Questions:

F U R T h E R I N V E S T I g AT I O N

Help students to identify questions appropriate for further investigation, and to develop a research strategy for finding answers.
Sample Question:

What more do you want to know, and how can you find out?

A few follow-up
activity ideas:

Beginning
Think about the point the cartoonist was trying to make with
this cartoon. Were you persuaded? Why or why not?
Intermediate
Compare two political cartoons that are on the same side of an
issue. Identify the different methods — like symbols, allusions, or
exaggeration — that the two cartoons use to persuade their audience.

LOC.gov/teachers

Advanced
Select a political cartoon. Think about the point of view of the
cartoonist. Describe or draw how the cartoon might be different
if it had been created by a cartoonist with a different point of view.

For more tips on using primary
sources, go to
http://www.loc.gov/teachers
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Analyzing Primary Sources

REFL

Teacher’s Guide
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Guide students with the sample questions as they respond to the
primary source. Encourage them to go back and forth between the
columns; there is no correct order.

REFLECT

Have students identify and note details.

QUESTION

Encourage students to generate and
test hypotheses about the source.

Have students ask questions to lead to
more observations and reflections.

What do you notice first? · Find something small

Where do you think this came from? · Why do you

What do you wonder about...

but interesting. · What do you notice that you

think somebody made this? · What do you think

who? · what? · when? · where? · why? · how?

didn’t expect? · What do you notice that you can’t

was happening when this was made? · Who do you

explain? · What do you notice now that you didn’t

think was the audience for this item? · What tool

earlier?

was used to create this? · Why do you think this

Sample Questions:

item is important? · If someone made this today,
what would be different? · What can you learn from
examining this?
F U R T h E R I N V E S T I g AT I O N

Help students to identify questions appropriate for further investigation, and to develop a research strategy for finding answers.
Sample Question:

What more do you want to know, and how can you find out?

A few follow-up
activity ideas:

Beginning
Have students compare two related primary source items.
Intermediate
Have students expand or alter textbook explanations of history
based on primary sources they study.

LOC.gov/teachers

Advanced
Ask students to consider how a series of primary sources support
or challenge information and understanding on a particular topic.
Have students refine or revise conclusions based on their study of
each subsequent primary source.

For more tips on using primary
sources, go to
http://www.loc.gov/teachers
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Fact Sheet: Primary Sources
What is a Primary Source?
Primary sources are original records of the political, economic, artistic, scientific,
social, and intellectual thoughts and achievements of specific historical periods.
Produced by the people who participated in and witnessed the past, primary sources
offer a variety of points of view and perspectives of events, issues, people, and
places. These records can be found anywhere—in a home, a government archive,
etc.—the important thing to remember is they were used or created by someone
with firsthand experience of an event.

Examples of Primary Sources:
Primary sources are not just documents and written records. There are many different kinds of primary sources,
including: first-person accounts, documents, physical artifacts, scientific data that has been collected but not
interpreted, and face-to-face mentors with specific knowledge or expertise. Primary sources also take a variety of
formats—examples of these are listed below.
Audio—oral histories or memoirs, interviews, music
Images—photographs, videos, film, fine art
Objects—clothing (fashion or uniforms), tools, pottery, gravestones, inventions, weapons, memorabilia
Statistics—census data, population statistics, weather records
Text—letters, diaries, original documents, legal agreements, treaties, maps, laws, advertisements, recipes,
genealogical information, sermons/lectures

How do Primary and Secondary Sources differ?
While primary sources are the original records created by firsthand witnesses of an event, secondary sources are
documents, texts, images, and objects about an event created by someone who typically referenced the primary
sources for their information. Textbooks are excellent examples of secondary sources.

Why is it important for students to use Primary Sources?
1. Direct engagement with artifacts and records of the past encourages deeper content exploration, active
analysis, and thoughtful response.
2. Analysis of primary sources helps students develop critical thinking skills by examining meaning, context, bias,
purpose, point of view, etc.
3. Primary source analysis fosters learner-led inquiry as students construct knowledge by interacting with a variety
of sources that represent different accounts of the past.
4. Students realize that history exists through interpretation that reflects the view points and biases of those doing
the interpreting.
Sources:
National Archives and Records Administration, www.archives.gov Library
of Congress, www.loc.gov
Teaching with Primary Sources: Educational Materials for Teachers. The Lyndon Baines Johnson Presidential Library & Museum.

The George W. Bush Presidential Library and Museum, 2011

Don’t worry, be HAPPY if…
1. Link it.
2. Produced BEFORE 1923.
3. Created by Federal
Government.

FAIR USE

Still not sure?
Is it FAIR USE?

Adapted from Library of Congress- http://www.loc.gov/teachers/professionaldevelopment/selfdirected/copyright.html
Adapted from Library of Congress- http://www.loc.gov/teachers/usingprimarysources/copyright.html

